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QUESTION 1

You want to derive the gender from a firstname, how would you do this? 

A. Use a reference table with the firstname as the valid column and the gender in the second column. Then choose to
Replace Reference Table Matches with Valid Values when applying the reference table in a strategy in the
Standardizer. Use the firstname as input. 

B. Use a reference table with the gender as the valid column and the firstname in next column. Then choose to Replace
Reference Table Matches with Valid Values when applying the reference table in a strategy in the Standardizer. Use the
firstname as input. 

C. Use a decision and create an If then else rule eg: If fname = \\'Jennifer\\' then gender: = \\'F\\' Endif 

D. Use a reference table with the gender as the valid column and the firstname in next column. Then choose to Replace
Reference Table Matches with Custom Strings when applying the reference table in a strategy in the Standardizer. Use
the firstname as input. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which is true with regard to Profiles? 

A. The Developer can only review Profiles created by the Analyst but can not create any profiles themselves 

B. The Developer can take Analyst built profiles with rules and generate a mapping ensuring lossless translation of
Information between specification and Implementation. 

C. Comments, Tags and Rules can only be applied to profiles in the Analyst Tool 

D. Only one Tag can be applied to each object in a project. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which is the best combination of functions to effectively implement a data quality project? 

A. Company Executives and IT 

B. IT and Business 

C. IT and Administration 

D. Sales and Marketing 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: http://www2.sas.com/proceedings/sugi29/098-29.pdf 
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QUESTION 4

When profiling, why is it good to sort the value lists in both ascending and descending order? 

A. There is no specific reason. It is simply a step of an ordered best practice approach. 

B. It is good because it is easier to determine if a field is numeric or text. 

C. Values with leading spaces or punctuation will typically sort to the top or bottom making them easier to identify. 

D. None of the above. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which strategy pairs characters together as its match algorithm? 

A. Edit Distance 

B. Bigram 

C. Hamming Distance 

D. Jaro Distance 

Correct Answer: C 
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